INTRODUCTION
The safe, expedient, and economic movement of traffic is probably most influenced by the geometric aspects of the highway. However, little attention has been devoted to the quantitative evaluation of geometric design,, The knowledge of highway geometric design can be fully developed only when the effects of its elements on traffic flow are measured and expressed in numerical terms
The purposes of this research investigation were to develop numerical ratings of the geometric elements that significantly influence the rate of traffic flow and to establish criteria for the balanced design of two~lane highways located in rural areas. The geometric moduli and the design criteria were predicated on two speed parameters,, The average speed on the approach to a particular combination of geometric features indicates the level of the design in regard to efficiency As average speed increases, the highway section carries the traffic in a more expedient manner,, In addition, the speed reduction produced by the given geometric arrangement represents the relative safety of the highway location,, Smaller changes in speed are associated with safer highway travel.
These geometric moduli for two-lone, rural highways can be used to:
1.
Proportion the geometric-design elements of a highway to achieve a uniform level of traffic-flow conditions; Table 2 for the primary-state classification and in 
